
 
 

 
7th INTERNATIONAL ILLUSTRATION COMPETITION 

 
 

 
 

Fondazione Malagutti onlus in partnership with AI – Illustration Association presents the Illustration 

Competition titled “I AM” in order to promote the social engagement towards children’s rights. 

The author of the winning artwork will receive a money prize and his/her illustration will become the official 

image for the 15th International Drawing and Visual Arts Competition in 2017. 

 

REGULATIONS 

1) Each illustrator shall present a maximum of 3 original and unpublished artworks, whose authorship will 

be  guaranteed by the author, on the subject: I AM.  

2) Illustrations must be realized in upright format, like a poster, maximum size cm 29,7x42 (A3 size), 

without stating any written text.  Stick the label filled in with the required information on the back of each 

artwork. 

3) Download and fill in the application form on website www.dirittiacolori.it 

The artist ensures the accuracy of his/her personal data. 

 

4) Illustrations must be sent in both the following ways: 

- in original: to Fondazione Malagutti onlus (via dei Toscani 8, 46010 Curtatone - MN), attaching the 

application form,  the receipt of payment for the registration fee and the regulation form signed for 

acceptance. 

- in “.jpg” to our e-mail address: info@dirittiacolori.it 

As soon as we receive your material, a confirmation e-mail will be sent. 

5) The original artworks must be sent within Novembre 30th 2016 (the postmark is validation) with 

shipping costs charged to the sender. In order to facilitate customs operations you are kindly requested to 

specify “Illustrations without economic value” on the shipping documents. Affix the parcel label to the 

envelope. 

6) Participation fee is €10,00; payment must be made through credit transfer for: 

Fondazione Malagutti onlus, pointing out the reason: 7th International Illustration Competition. 

IBAN: IT  31 M 08001 57610 000000 252711 

From abroad: BIC/SWIFT: ICRAITRR010 
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7) All the illustrations will be shown in an exhibition aimed to celebrate children’s rights. The image of 

artworks will be published on the Facebook (timeline) page “Diritti a Colori” as well as on the website 

www.dirittiacolori.it 

 

JURY AND PRIZES 

A technical jury will award the author of the “First Prize” with a € 2.000,00 check. The illustration will 

become the official image of the promotional material (poster, participation form, and advertising) for 15th 

International Drawing and Art Competition in 2017. 

 

The second prize is a € 1.000,00 check and it will be decided by the Jury (for a 50%) and by the most 

number of Like (for a 50%) receive by the illustration on the Facebook page Diritti a Colori. 

 

The jury will have the right on the final decision about all that has not been specified in these regulations. 

 

DONATION OF ILLUSTRATIONS 

Fondazione Malagutti onlus aims to put value to illustrator’s artworks; in fact if you donate your illustration 

to Fondazione, it will promote it by organizing exhibitions, by printed books (like the workbook “We are the 

future”). Fondazione Malagutti onlus engages itself to valorize the given artwork in prestigious places, 

safeguarding the author’s rights. 

If you don’t decide to donate your illustration we will send it back with a charge forward delivery both in 

Italy and abroad. 

RIGHTS AND RESPONSABILITIES 

By signing the application form, the author allows Fondazione Malagutti onlus to publish the image of 

his/her illustration on the Facebook page Diritti a Colori and on the website www.dirittiacolori.it  

By accepting the 1st and the 2nd prize, the artists recognize to Fondazione Malagutti onlus the property of 

the artworks and the exclusive rights connected to them. Fondazione can use it for cultural, social and 

promotional aims, always quoting the artist’s name. In case of commercial use of the other given 

illustrations, Fondazione Malagutti onlus will recognize the author’s rights. Fondazione Malagutti onlus 

reserves itself the right to suspend/change the International Illustration Competition at any moment and 

not to go on with the selection. In case of suspension of the initiative, it will refund the entrance-fees 

(excepted running costs) and the artworks will be returned in charges of Fondazione. In taking part in the 

competition, each artist accepts the conditions of this regulation. Artists take full charge of both civil and 

criminal liability arising from the presentation of their works, and set the Fondazione Malagutti onlus free 

from all responsibilities. In addition, the artist discharges Fondazione Malagutti onlus from any 

responsibility for damage, theft or fire regarding the entrusted artworks, during transport, their 

permanence at the exhibition, and their restitution. The Court of Mantua will be competent for any 

controversy. 
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